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The study of directed graphs has developed enormously over recent decades, yet no book covers more than a tiny fraction of the results from more than 3000 research articles on the topic. Digraphs is the first book to present a unified and comprehensive survey of the subject. In addition to covering the theoretical aspects, including detailed proofs of many important results, the authors present a number of algorithms and applications. The applications of digraphs and their generalizations include among other things recent developments in the Travelling Salesman Problem, genetics and network connectivity. More than 700 exercises and 180 figures will help readers to study the topic while open problems and conjectures will inspire further research.

This book will be essential reading and reference for all graduate students, researchers and professionals in mathematics, operational research, computer science and other areas who are interested in graph theory and its applications.     

   A handbook filling in a gap in the literature on the study of directed graphs. Presents a unified and comprehensive survey of the subject, covering theoretical and practical aspects, with algorithms, proofs, and applications of digraphs. Includes more than 700 exercises and 180 figures which further clarify topics. DLC: Directed graphs.
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Employee to Entrepreneur: How to Earn Your Freedom and Do Work that MattersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Make the leap and become an entrepreneur today

	
		Are you living for the weekend? Are you dissatisfied at work? Are you itching to do something that is important to you? How can you avoid the pitfalls that many first-time entrepreneurs have fallen into? How do you explore whether entrepreneurship is right for you...
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Advertising Photography: A Straightforward Guide to a Complex IndustryCourse Technology PTR, 2007
If you are an aspiring or professional photographer looking to break into advertising, "Advertising Photography: A Straightforward Guide to a Complex Industry" will provide you with an honest and uncensored look at this highly competitive and lucrative business. While working in the advertising photography industry can be glamorous and...
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jQuery UI 1.10: The User Interface Library for jQueryPackt Publishing, 2013

	Modern web application user interface design requires rapid development and proven results. jQuery UI, a trusted suite of official plugins for the jQuery JavaScript library, gives you a solid platform on which you can build rich and engaging interfaces with maximum compatibility, stability, and minimum time and effort.

	

	jQuery...
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Mind Tools: Practical Thinking Skills for an Excellent LifeMIND, 2003
On its own, a screwdriver will only help you in a small way. Although it can be very useful, there are only a few jobs that you can use it for. When, however, you use this screwdriver as part of a complete tool kit, the range of options open to you is enormous. A craftsman with a good tool kit can make many different, useful things.
...
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Obstetrics and Gynaecology (Lecture Notes)John Wiley & Sons, 2004

	"Lecture Notes: Obstetrics and Gynaecology" provides a concise introduction to obstetrics and gynaecology for medical students and junior doctors. Six sections examine the female development from the early years to old age. The text starts with a section on Basic Science. Self-assessment questions are found throughout the text to...
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Stack Your Savings: How to Save More Money, Slash Your Spending, and Master Your FinancesOldtown Publishing, 2019

	Do you pull out your credit card when you know you shouldn’t? Do you watch others make a purchase and decide to make the same one, despite the fact that you have neither the money nor the need for it? Do you find yourself ignoring your bank statements because you’re afraid of what they might show?Many, if not most, Americans would...
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